ONE THOUSAND STUDENTS STAGE DORMITORY RIOT AT TECH IN EARLY HOURS OF SUNDAY

Thus, in so many words, did the metropolitan newspapers declare to the world Monday afternoon that therimonium buildings across the Charles house a body of gangsters and lunatics. In its type of the Boston papers to feature this type of headline, with a small story underneath which clearly shows that the occurrence was not so obviously defaming to the reputation of the Institute. It is altogether fitting that the policy of student control be continued in the N. E. I. A., for no other reason than to allow it to continue fostering clean and honest control be retained by undergraduates. To the Institute student, the Institute as a plea that the responsibilities of this organization with the offended policemen and firemen, and assure our-

Perhaps they will learn that if they wish to maintain the reputation that they cater to the credo of the Amer-can public a.
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